
Camden County, MO
Emergency Management Agency

Weekly COVID-19 Conference Call Log
,

March 25, 2021-FINAL Weekly COVID-19 Call

CCHD-Not on call.  Numbers pulled from CCHD FB page Total cases: 3959, Active: 23,
Deaths: 77.  Daily numbers from the CCHD can now be found on their Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/Camden-County-Health-Department-Camdenton-Missouri-1098461
95775391
LRHS-Not on call, no update.
EMA-Anyone can still feel free to come by our office for paper masks or hand sanitizer.  If the
need arises, we will resume weekly conference calls, but for now they are suspended.  We are
also considering hosting a monthly conference call for all partners and stakeholders as a sort of
“State of the County” to encourage the flow of information and communication.  We will send
out an email to our partners for their opinion on this subject.
Linn Creek-(Thanks for the email reminder, Jeff!) Everything is good!
Northwest Fire-No COVID cases.  Everything is good!
Lake Ozark Fire-No COVID cases in house and no COVID related calls in quite awhile.

Thank you to all of our partners, stakeholders, and everyone else who
has joined us for these conference calls during the pandemic!
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March 18, 2021

CCHD-Total cases: 3952, Active: 27, Deaths 75.  Vaccine amounts for Missouri will be
increasing.  The CCHD is preparing for the opening of the next tier.  There will be a
mini-vaccination event taking place at Camdenton High School for school staff soon.
LRHS-Not on call, no update.
EMA-57 cases of masks and about 300 gallons of hand sanitizer left. *We are working with the
LEPC to reach out to first responder agencies about upcoming FREE HazMat Training.  Look
for emails soon. **The Camden County Commission has decided not to continue these
conference calls beyond the end of March while maintaining the option to restart them
should the need arise.  Thank you to everyone who has participated in these calls with us!
Linn Creek-All is good!
Camdenton PD-Many officers have received their first vaccinations and are awaiting the
boosters.
OBPD-In good shape, no issues in house!
Other questions:  Do we have any information about the next round of relief money for the
county/cities? Per the auditor’s office:  We have not received any guidelines yet.
Courthouse-We are still in phase 3 and the justice center is covid free (for now lol)  Jury trials
and regular court are back on schedule, with social distancing and masks.
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March 11, 2021

-CCHD-Total cases: 3935, Active: 17, Deaths: 75. Overview of Mass Vaccination Event:  Very
pleased to serve residents of Miller, Morgan, and Camden Counties. NOTE:  The Camden
County Health Department expressed their extreme thankfulness to the Camden County
Community Emergency Response Team members who provided the breakfast and lunch
service.  They said you were just wonderful!
-LRHS-We are happy to report that we have no active COVID cases in the hospital.  As of 7am
today.  Our 7-day positivity rate is up 0.6% to 3.0% vs state rate of 4.3%.  Testing is down 20%
from last week - we performed 168 tests with 5 positive results found over past 7 days.  We
have suspended our weekly incident command meetings and are in the process of returning to
normal operations.
We continue with the distribution of vaccines as the supply becomes available.  The March 7th
mass vaccine event was successful in administering 1920 vaccines.
-EMA-Our update on how the EMA/CERT did on the event is located on our blog:
https://emacamdenmo.org/2021/03/09/camden-countys-first-mass-vax-event-review/
We have completed our full After-Action Review and will be submitting it to the state, (feds if
they need it), and those involved with the event.
-Other updates:Jeff-Camdenton-No more cases, people waiting for Tier 3 to open.
-Linn Creek-No update, vaccine got it
-John-Osage Beach-Majority of people got vaccinated at the mass vax.  Everyone who wanted
the vaccine has gotten it
-Rob-More people vaccinated.  Haven’t been running as many positive calls.
-Todd-Mass Vax went well, traffic flowed smoothly. If everything goes as well as the first one,
there should be no problem with Mass Vax events in Camden County.  Question:  Overtime for
officers covered?  EMA:  Yes, submit paperwork for the declaration to the EMA (also applies to
CCHD staff).
-Mark-Lake Ozark-Doing well, number of calls with COVID dropped.  Inquired about a
vaccination event at a church today he learned about from Mid-County, but no further
information was available.
NOTE:  Weekly COVID-19 conference calls will continue at least through the end of
March, then the EMA will speak with the commission to determine the need to continue
them.
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March 4, 2021

-CCHD-Total cases:  3924, Active:  85, Deaths:  75
-Speculation of why the active numbers dropped so significantly include less people coming in
for tests, increase in home tests (which are NOT reported to the county), and vaccinations, are
among the reasons for the drop.The hospital tried to get permission to move on to the upcoming
tier to continue vaccination as they have exhausted their list and were told no.  The phases and
tiers move at a federal rate, not at a state rate. As of last reports, 1.3 million Missourians have
been vaccinated.  The next tier opens on March 15. IF vaccines are available, there is thought
they will not be yet, then vaccinators can begin giving shots that day.
-LRHS-Not on call but submitted an update:  Currently we have only 1 COVID patient in house
(Camden County resident).  We are seeing dramatically reduced amounts of COVID and are in
the process of returning to normal operations.  We have increased access for visitors and staff,
while continuing to enforce strict masking.
We are holding 2-3 mass vaccination clinics per week in the former Pier 1 building in Osage
Beach.  We are able to vaccinate 800-1000 people per day.  Clinics have run smoothly and have
been well received by the community.
This Sunday, March 7th, LRHS will participate in a mass vaccination event in collaboration with
the DHSS, Missouri National Guard, SEMA, Camden County EMA as well as EMS and fire
agencies.  The event will be held at the School of the Osage High School.  Vaccinations will be
given by appointment only.  To sign up for the waiting list please visit mostopcovid.org or
lakeregional.com
-EMA-Update given on the EMA and CERT jobs for the Mass Vax event on Sunday.  For
updates, please check our blog: https://emacamdenmo.org/blog/
-Other updates:
-Linn Creek-Everyone has received their 2nd dose and has experienced little side effects.
-Osage Beach-Public Works are getting on the list to receive vaccinations.  John was very
pleased with the drop in active cases for Camden County!
-Camdenton-No new cases and everyone has had their second vaccinations with little side
effects.
-OBFD-No changes to report but can confirm that pharmacies are using Federal guidelines, not
state.
-Courthouse-Just wanted to let you know that we are planning on going to phase
3 on Monday (which is wonderful) and starting back to Jury Trials again...things are looking up!

February 25, 2021
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-CCHD-Total Cases: 3908  Active: 237 Deaths: 75
We are still a go for our Mass Vaccination clinic (first one) on March 7th and (second one) 28th
at School of the Osage  8am-6pm.  We are scheduling off the hospitals list and not using the
Vaccine Navigator due to conflicts making it work with our list.  We want to make sure people
from our region are the ones vaccinated.
-LRHS-Not on call.  No update available.
-EMA-CERT assisting with mass vax event (will park volunteer vehicles at middle school).  Side
note:  We are updating Nixle with contact lists. We are working on county employees right
now, but soon we will establish city lists as well as any others which are needed.  We will be
discontinuing our Region F COVID 19 Active Cases Map unless there is another spike in COVID
cases in the region.  We will continue our Camden County chart weekly with numbers gained
through our conference calls.  Reminder:  we still have plenty of paper masks and hand
sanitizer for anyone who needs them.
-Other updates-Paul (OB Fire)-Give us a call if you need anything for the mass vax event.
-Todd (OBPD)-Gearing up for Mass Vax Event.  Those who wanted the vaccine have been
vaccinated, most have received their second shots with mild reactions.
-Shannon (Four Seasons)-everything is going well and they will advise everyone to find
alternate routes for Hwy 42 if they need to go that way March 7-8 during the Mass Vax event.
-Jeff (Camdenton PD)-one on quarantine, otherwise everything is going well.
-Jeff (Camdenton City)-clear.  Slight reactions to the second vaccine compared to the first
vaccine reactions.
-John-HyVee got some vaccines so they were able to vaccinate some citizens.
If you have any questions for the Health Department or LRHS, please email them to Sam
(sam_henley@camdenmo.org)

February 18, 2021
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NO Conference Call.

LRHS update-As of 7am Tuesday, our 7 day positivity rate is down to 4% vs state rate of 6.6%.
We performed 321 tests over last 7 days with only 13 positive results
We currently have a record low number of inpatients only 1 in house, that patient is in intensive
care, and is a Camden County Resident.
We continue with monoclonal antibody (Bamlanivumab) outpatient infusions to date to
COVID+ patients.
As a system, we have administered over 4000 first doses of vaccine.  We have moved into a
high capacity indoor area in the old Pier 1 building and are holding mass vaccine events of
increasing size.  This Friday we will vaccinate 720 people.
LRHS is collaborating with Camden county Health dept, Camden County EMA (among other
community partners) and the MO National Guard to offer a community vaccination event for
over 2,300 individuals on 3/7 at the School of the Osage by appointment only.

February 11, 2021
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-CCHD-3870 total; 302 active; 72 deaths.  Further explanation on how the people with
appointments from the mass vax event are being rescheduled: LRHS is contacting everyone
who was scheduled for the mass vaccination event to reschedule them, not just to the March 7th
date, but to their smaller events taking place in the lake area throughout the next couple of
weeks.  The 2000 doses of vaccine we received from the Missouri stockpile for the event are
being redistributed to Morgan County’s event next week and another event the National Guard
is attending in the northern part of our region. You can get on as many waiting lists as you
want.  Vaccinations are not dependent on which county you live in; just that you are a Missouri
resident.  Along with county, hospital, health departments, and pharmacy lists, you are
encouraged to get on the overall Missouri list at mostopscovid.com because they will email you
when ANY opening is available in your vicinity (not restricted by county lines).
-LRHS-Not on call; no notes received.  (We are waiting for information about a semi-permanent
location the hospital is setting up to give continuous vaccinations.)
-EMA-https://emacamdenmo.org/2021/02/10/press-release-lake-area-agencies-postpone-mass-v
accine-event/
https://emacamdenmo.org/2021/02/11/answers-to-your-faqs-about-the-postponement
-Other updates-Jeff-City of Camdenton is good.

-Paul-Osage Fire is good.
-Linn Creek-LC is good.
-John-City of Osage Beach-Many questions asked by John will be found on the

above FAQ page on our website!  Great questions and clarification!
-Rob-Mid-County Fire is good.  Some firefighters express that they will not be

getting the vaccine.  Bee and Stephanie encouraged first responders to get the vaccine, as they
do not know when they go out on calls whether the people they are saving or helping may have
COVID-19.  Concerns over 17 of the 19 Line of Duty Deaths of firefighters so far this year
have been from COVID-19 related issues.

February 4, 2021
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-CCHD-3555 total; 279 active; 72 deaths.  A large portion of the call was devoted to
information on the upcoming Missouri National Guard Mass Vaccination Event.  Here are a few
of the other questions/answers:
Which vaccine is the health department giving?  Moderna
What about the Guard?  Pfizer
With the delay in shipments to the health departments and others, will there be an issue if my
second dose of the vaccine is delayed?  No.  You can’t get it earlier than 28 days, but you can
get it later.
How many shots has the health department given?  About 800 so far.
-LRHS-Not on call, As of 7am Tuesday, our 7 day positivity rate is down 4.8% over last 2
weeks to 8.1% vs state rate of 9.1%.  Testing is down 17.6% over last 2 weeks; we performed
615 tests over last 7 days.
We currently have a record low number of inpatients at only 6 in house, 3 of those in intensive
care. Of the ICU patients, all are Camden County Residents and all are on ventilators.
We have given 128 monoclonal antibody (Bamlanivumab) outpatient infusions to date to
COVID+ patients.  We are contributing our improved inpatient numbers in part to the outpatient
infusion therapy, which is given within 7 days of diagnosis for mild to moderate COVID
disease.  This has allowed us to keep those patients recovering in their homes and out of the
hospital.
As a system, we have administered over 2,200 first doses and nearly 800 second doses of the
COVID vaccine.  Community events this week included YMCA yesterday of 230 patients and
Friday at Osage Hills Church scheduled for 300 by appointment only.  Clinics are scheduling
from our waiting list daily and two community events in the Lake Ozark and Camdenton clinics
this Saturday.
LRHS is collaborating with Camden county Health dept, Camden County EMA (among other
community partners) and the MO National Guard to offer a community vaccination event for
over 2,300 individuals on 2-14 at the School of the Osage by appointment only utilizing our
waiting list.
-EMA-After a series of calls with Washington D.C., we have learned that we will receive
reimbursement for any costs associated with the National Guard Mass Vax events.  We are
gathering info from first responder agencies, CCHD, LRHS, and others about costs which will
be reimbursed, from overtime to materials to PPE and more.  We are working with Walmart and
Woods to have warm meals, snacks, coffee, sports drinks, and more provided free or at cost for
the volunteers, nurses/vaccinators, and first responders during the MoNG event.  (The Guard is
supplying its own resources, however we won’t hesitate to share!)  Our Camden County, MO
CERT is providing and manning a warming tent for the volunteers/first responders working
outside during the event.  They will also be serving the meals/snacks, assisting people with the
paperwork for the vaccine, and driving the UTVs which the EMA is bringing to the site to
shuttle people.
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-Other updates -Jeff/City of Camdenton-Everyone is healthy and happy, some have received
the first rounds of vaccines.

-Jeff/Camdenton Police Department-Things are going well!
-Becky/American Red Cross-The ARC has a new program they are learning

and when they reach out to help displaced families, they are able to load money onto cards for
the families on site.

-Linn Creek-Everyone is good at Linn Creek!
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January 28, 2021

-CCHD-3770 total; 288 active; 68 deaths.  A large portion of the CCHD section of the call was
covering the FAQs which you will find posted on the EMA’s COVID-19 page.  There was great
discussion regarding the vaccination events LRHS is hosting and how that will be affected by
the Missouri National Guard Mass Vaccination in February.
-LRHS-With the LRHS spearheading the vaccination effort for Camden, Morgan, and Miller
counties, Jen is not able to send us our report. I will work with her to get some information, but
I am sure not going to put additional pressure on her right now.
-EMA-We currently have a stock of 65 cases or 130,000 paper masks and 6.5 barrels of hand
sanitizer.  We are working with CCHD, LRHS, SEMA, and the MoNG to establish a location
for the Mass Vaccination site, as well as sites for future large scale vaccinations in Camden
County.  We worked with the CCHD to create the FAQs to help with their efforts to let the
public know what is happening here in our county.
-Mayors/Police Chiefs/etc from all cities are extremely supportive of the effort and have been
asked to help put out flyers containing the FAQs so those without internet access can get
information.  Mayor Olivarri is providing us with a contact for LakeTV to get the FAQs and
other pertinent info into the public’s hand.  There were numerous people on the call who
thanked the CCHD, LRHS, EMA, and others for the hard work and effort it takes to pull off
something of this scale in relatively short notice.
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January 21, 2021

-CCHD-3709 total; 374 active; 67 deaths *this number may not be up to date, as the CCHD is
currently working with LRHS to get the vaccine events scheduled.  CCHD has put in requests
for the vaccines for this week.  (Requests must be in by Wednesday each week, then on
Thursdays the state looks at all requests to determine how many vaccines go to each county,
then the vaccines ship out on Monday.)  These vaccines are given to those who have
appointments and are in the current phase/tier for that release.  QUESTION:  How do you make
sure there is no duplication between your list and the LRHS list?  Answer:  The lists from the
CCHD are sent to LRHS where they are checked to prevent duplication.  The CCHD and LRHS
are working together on all of the Vaccination Events. They are also partnering with Miller and
Morgan counties to provide maximum coverage so everyone has a chance to get the vaccine
who wants it.
-LRHS-Evening update for COVID-19 vaccine clinic to be held on Friday, January 22nd at the
Church at Osage Hills. PLEASE FORWARD THIS UPDATE AS NEEDED.
Hours of operation 1000-1800
Teams report between 0930-0945
LRHS to provide vaccinators - nursing staff
LRHS to provide observers – BLS staff (supplement with possible FD staff, volume dependent)
LRHS to provide registration staff – could use another clerical support staff for copying,
paperwork routing
OB Ambulance to provide dedicated ALS for medical response
LRH Security staff will be on site for the full day to assist with crowd control
Vaccine team will bring all medical supplies to include emergency med kit
LRH will provide PPE
LRH will provide IT needs to include laptops, copier
OHIlls AV system is available for use.
OHills has an adequate supply of tables, chairs and other seating for distancing.
We will have a schedule built tomorrow – it looks like we have only a small number of 1A
people remaining, so we will start down the 1B list tomorrow in strict order of sign up.
Jennifer sends out a huge thank you to the members of the Church at Osage Hills for their
overwhelming support and outreach to help the LRHS and CCHD by providing staff and
location for the first Vaccination Event.
-EMA-RHSOC provided PPE kits for the Law Enforcement Offices of the county.  Some will
be sent to Linn Creek and Sunrise Beach, however Camdenton, OB, and the Sheriff’s Office are
good on PPE, so they would like us to keep them for whoever needs them next.  The EMA still
has paper masks and hand sanitizer available free of charge to anyone who needs them.
-Osage Beach PD-No one is out with COVID for the PD and EMS.  Vaccinations are underway
for those who wanted them.  Good on PPE.  OB is the 1st site for the Vaccination Events.
-Gravois Fire-Supplies of PPE are good, only one guy quarantined who should be back Monday
pending a negative test.
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-Camdenton PD-No positives, some quarantines, good on PPE, 7 officers have taken the first
vaccine shot.
-Linn Creek-No cases of COVID-19.
REMINDER:  The link to sign up for the COVID-19 Vaccine Waiting List is on
the EMA’s COVID-19 page right near the top of the page:
https://emacamdenmo.org/covid-19/
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January 14, 2021

-CCHD-3631 total; 375 active; 67 deaths.  Vaccine update:  Move to phase 1b tier 1-law
enforcement, public safety, public works. Monday phase 1b tier 2 over 65 high risk COPD heart
issues diabetes pregnancy.  No vaccine supply currently, but requests in with the state.  Waiting
for next shipments.  City govt officials?  Phase 1b tier 3.  Info will be released shortly on tiers.
LRHS may be treating Camdenton Police today and tomorrow. Research side effects:
https://covidvaccine.mo.gov/
-LRHS-As of today, our 7 day positivity rate is 16.8% vs state of 18.2%.  Seven day testing
volumes are steady at 851 tests.
Our inpatient COVID census average is stable at around 20 per day.  We currently have 19
COVID patients in the hospital, 4 on ventilators. Of those patients, 3 are Camden County
residents.  Of the 8 ICU patients, 7 are Camden County residents.  We remain on Surge level I
with no use of patient overflow areas. Our death rate has increased slightly to 2 per day average.
The COVID Infusion center continues to administer monoclonal antibody treatment to
ambulatory outpatients. The infusion center is open Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
We are continuing with vaccine administration and launched into our 2nd round of vaccines for
the 1a group.  Side effects have been slightly higher in incidence, but symptoms remain mild
and short lived.  I personally received my second dose Monday and had <24 hours of mild flu
symptoms.  We are taking sign-ups from the community in anticipation of future vaccine
delivery.  Community members can sign up on our website www.lakeregional.com or by
leaving a message at 573-348-7444.
Our overall hospital census is high, and backup staffing has been mobilized.  We remain fully
operational and at this time, we are continuing elective procedures.  This is reassessed daily.
We are maintaining our status to moderate impact level in the state register based on patient
volumes and staffing constraints.
-EMA-We have distributed more cases of masks to organizations in the county.  Our stock is at
74 cases (2000 masks per case).  We still have plenty of hand sanitizer.  As a reminder:
ANYONE can come to the EMA for paper masks and hand sanitizer.  Our office is open to the
public.  For first responders, we still have batteries available and we would like to get them out
into the county.  We have two potential projects we hope to partner with CCHD on; waiting for
confirmation.
-Circuit Court-Additional cases of COVID-19 have been confirmed in the building and several
workers are out for quarantine due to exposure.  The courts are still maintaining Phase 1.  (See
2020 notes for a breakdown of the phases for the courthouse.)
-Other information-City of Camdenton-COVID outbreak due to exposure.  In case of illness if
an employee is sent home, the city is covering up to 80 hours if they test positive for COVID.
If a covid test is refused, not taken, or negative, the employee has to cover their own hours out
sick with sick pay/leave.  City of Linn Creek-No outbreaks! Osage Beach-First responders are
okay!
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January 7, 2021

-Camden County Health Department (CCHD)-3492 total; 453 active; 65 deaths.  Number of
deaths/new active cases coming in daily hasn’t been as high as usual.  CCHD is nearing the end
of its first round supply of the Moderna vaccines. The second round supply will ship
automatically when the state enters the next phase. If there are doses left in an open vial and no
other tier 1a recipients are available, doses are administered to tier 1b recipients.  When it is
time for the first responding agencies to receive their vaccines, they will report to the health
department, except in special circumstances.  For any questions, you can contact Stephanie
Dake.  The CCHD has completed approximately 80% of the tier 1 vaccinations for those who
opted to receive the shot.  A number of tier 1 personnel have opted to wait for the next tier
release.
-Lake Regional Health System (LRHS)-As of today, our 7 day positivity rate is 20.6% vs state
of 19.5%.  Seven day testing volumes are up by 7% at 824 tests.
Our inpatient COVID census average is increasing to around 20 per day.  We currently have 17
COVID patients in the hospital, 4 on ventilators. Of those patients, two are Camden County
residents, one Miller and one Piedmont County residents. We remain on Surge level I with no
use of patient overflow areas. Our death rate remains 1-2 per day.
The COVID Infusion center administered 76 doses of monoclonal antibody treatment to
ambulatory outpatients this week.  Next week, we are slated to receive 120 doses.  The infusion
center will be open Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
We are continuing with vaccine administration for our staff and local 1a workers.  This week,
we expect to administer the remains of our lot of 975.
Our PPE and supplies are maintaining.  We have had no disruptions in supply chain.  We remain
fully operational and at this time, we are continuing elective procedures.  This is reassessed
daily.  We are maintaining our status to moderate impact level in the state register.
-Camden County Emergency Management Agency (CCEMA)-Ron Gentry has retired and Rod
Sederwall is the new Emergency Management Director. I (Sam Henley) will continue to host
the weekly conference calls.  We have approximately 76 cases or 152,000 paper masks and 6 ½
barrels of hand sanitizer available for use by residents/businesses/agencies/schools/etc. of
Camden County.  You can call for delivery or drop into the EMA to pick some up.  50/box or
2000/case.  For first responding agencies/healthcare providers, we have half a pallet of AA
batteries, some AAA, C, and 9v available.  Again, we can deliver or you can pick up.  With the
cold weather upon us, we need to get these batteries distributed out into the county for use
before they go bad.
-Auditor’s Office-Funds were depleted and Nothing was carried over for the ‘extension’. Jimmy
is working on a report of the expenditure of the CARES funds and we will have it to you so you
can share with all on the call.   (I will add that report as soon as I receive it!)
-American Red Cross (ARC)-Becky Thompson is working Camden County (as well as the track
from Jefferson City to Springfield).  She wants to remind first responders that if there is a house
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fire, please give the family the ARC emergency hotline number 1-800-RED-CROSS, so they
can help the family.
-Conference calls will continue weekly on Thursdays at 2 pm for the foreseeable future.
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